Novel therapeutics for bronchopulmonary dysplasia.
This review provides a concise summary of recent literature pertaining to emerging therapies for bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). To provide context for the presented therapies, a brief overview of recently proposed changes to the definition of BPD and the concept of expanded respiratory outcomes is included. New or redefined respiratory outcomes are required to improve accuracy in evaluating new therapies and correlating results with long-term clinical outcomes of importance. Dexamethasone is no longer the only steroid-based therapy showing promise for impacting BPD. Early trials indicate hydrocortisone, inhaled budesonide, and a budesonide-surfactant combination may be of benefit to preterm infants. Additionally, simple approaches like increasing utilization of mother's own milk may deserve more emphasis. Of significant interest is the traction stem cell therapies are acquiring as one of the more anticipated treatments for BPD. A new preclinical meta-analysis demonstrates the benefits of mesenchymal stromal cell therapy in animal models while the results of early clinical trials remain eagerly awaited. BPD continues to be the most frequently occurring significant morbidity for extremely preterm infants, yet highly effective therapies remain elusive. Promising new treatments are on the horizon, but only continued efforts to complete well-designed clinical trials will determine the true impact of these emerging therapies.